How can I be added to the NDWHEN listserv?

You are able to subscribe by following the simple directions below:

1. Send an e-mail to Listserv@listserv.nodak.edu

2. Leave the subject line of the e-mail blank.

3. In the body of the e-mail enter the following:
   
   SUB listname yourfirstname yourlastname

So, Maria Mercedes would type: SUB ndsu-ndacewomensnetwork Maria Mercedes

How can I unsubscribe from the NDWHEN listserv?

You can unsubscribe using an email command:

1. Send an e-mail to Listserv@listserv.nodak.edu (Note: This must come from the exact email address used in your subscription).

2. Leave the subject line of the e-mail blank.

3. In the body of the e-mail, enter the following:
   
   SIGOFF ndsu-ndacewomensnetwork